It is morning hunting time . . . so you humans just get lost! I want to lie under this glider and watch the yard birds. Hummingbirds to small, Scrub Jay would be yummy, but a fat Band-tailed Pigeon . . . now that would be delicious!

Ah Hah . . . look over there! Let's see . . . if I can sneak around this pillar, I might have a chance at my prey!

Spring up this tree . . . in a blurr, grab the little Chipmunk . . . down the tree . . . that was easy!

Now where to enjoy my morning feast?

Just have to curl my tail . . . I am so proud of my speed and agility to catch my prey!

It is not polite to eat in front of others . . . so will slip down the hill to enjoy my Chipmunk breakfast!